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Abstract 
The numerical model to forecast road conditions, Model of the Environment           
and Temperature of Roads (METRo), laid the foundation of solving the           
energy balance and calculating the temperature evolution of roads. METRo          
does this by providing a numerical modelling system making use of Road            
Weather Information Stations (RWIS) and meteorological projections. While        
METRo accommodates tools for correcting errors at each station, such as           
regional differences or microclimates, this thesis proposes machine learning         
as a supplement to the METRo prognostications for accounting station          
characteristics. Controlled experiments were conducted by comparing four        
regression algorithms, that is, recurrent and dense neural network, random          
forest and k-nearest neighbour, to predict the squared deviation of METRo           
forecasted road surface temperatures. The results presented reveal that the          
models utilising the random forest algorithm yielded the most reliable          
predictions of METRo deviations. However, the study also presents the          
promise of neural networks and the ability and possible advantage of           
seasonal adjustments that the networks could offer. 
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1 Introduction  
With the increase of road dependent vehicles and road networks, proper road            
maintenance is critical for maintaining and ensuring the transportation of          
people and goods. However, providing road condition forecasts with today's          
conventional techniques is lacking in accuracy and cost-efficiency [1]. A          
physical model for road temperature forecasting, the Model of the          
Environment and Temperature of Roads (METRo), were introduced in a          
journal article in Canada in 2001 [2] utilising observations from Road           
Weather Information Stations (RWIS) [3], together with meteorological        
estimates from weather institutes for solving the energy balance at the road            
surface to forecast road temperatures. Even though the METRo is highly           
accurate, it relies on point forecasting making the location of the station            
indispensable for road temperature predictions [2]. By applying supervised         
Machine Learning for estimating the deviations of the METRo estimations          
for every station, it can account for station location characteristics to further            
improve road condition forecasting. 

This thesis project will examine four various machine learning          
algorithms for regression: Random Forest (RF), k-nearest neighbour (kNN)         
and Recurrent and Feed-Forward Neural Network for predicting the deviation          
between METRo prognostications and observed data.  

1.1 Background 
METRo introduces the surface energy balance model [2] for calculating the           
energy fluxes at the road surface. In combination with the road           
heat-conduction model [2], it is possible to break out the surface temperature            
at a given station, providing a model for 48-h road-condition forecasts.           
However, as the physical model conducts forecasts for specific points i.e.           
stations, unique circumstances may not be accounted for. With machine          
learning, we could essentially estimate the deviation of each station, and by            
that account for various station characteristics. 

Measuring the variance between predicted and empirical data is a          
matter of, in compliance with this study, calculating the sum of squared            
errors (SSE) of road surface temperature forecasts practising machine         
learning, to estimate the deviation of a METRo prognostication. The SSE is            
given by: 

 

 
   



 

(1) 
 

where yi is the i th value of the predicted variable, x i is the i th value of the                   
critical variable, and is the predicted value of yi [4]. We could simplify              
this to yi being the observed value and as the METRo prediction. With              
a machine learning regression model, we could predict the squared deviation           
for each station under certain circumstances, which could, later on, be used to             
estimate the SSE of METRo forecasted road surface temperatures. 

1.1.1 Random Forest Regression 

To understand the use of forests in machine learning, we first need to look at               
ensemble methods in general. Ensembling well-trained models rely on the          
assumption that each model is likely to be well suited for various situations,             
and is the same principle as ‘two (or more) heads are better than one’.              
Essentially ensemble learning is the art of combining diverse models in order            
to create a more solid one [5], [6]. 

One common ensemble technique is growing a large number of          
decision trees, and applying the majority-vote, letting classification trees vote          
and choose the most popular class, or averaging the results from regression            
trees. However, by merely growing multiple trees on the same training set            
would give strongly correlated trees, and in some cases even identical ones.            
In order to build these tree ensembles and de-correlate them, often bootstrap            
aggregation is used to generate a random set of vectors to dictate the growth.              
The technique of bootstrap aggregation for growing trees, given a training set            

, selects N samples of the training set and grows the trees on these samples               
[7]. Given , a tree is trained on sample . This            
procedure allows the model to perform better by averaging the prediction of            
many trees that are not correlated and decrease overfitting [8]. 

However, in a training set where there are a few features that act as              
the main deciding factors, these features will significantly govern the node           
splits, and hence increase the risk of correlated trees. One way of avoiding             
this is by using random split selection and randomly select a split among the              
K best splits at each node [7]. 

The standard elements of this procedure of ensembling trees are that           
for every k tree, a random vector is generated from the training set,              
existing independent of previously generated vectors but with         
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identical configuration. The tree k is then grown using the training set and              
to build a classifier , with x as the input [7]. This is what this study                
will refer to as random forests. 

The random forest regressor (RFR) grows trees for regression such          
that the tree learns from numerical values instead of classes. The predictor             
takes the average of k number of trees and outputs values that are              
numerical. 

1.1.2 K-nearest Neighbour Regression 

The k-nearest neighbour (kNN) algorithm is a simple method for pattern           
identification. In a classification process, an unclassified input vector is          
assigned by attaining the class of the k nearest vectors, where k refers to the               
number of points that will be averaged to yield the label prediction [9]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Depicts a simplification of how a kNN model would classify an             
unknown shape if k = 3. Both examples would classify the shape as a              
triangle if not applying weighted neighbours. 

 
The algorithm measures how similar input is to the other vectors by            

measuring distance, and from that finds the k nearest ones, i.e. the            
neighbours. One frequently applied method for calculating a distance in a           
feature space is measuring the Euclidean distance which determines the gap           
between two vectors. Given two points and , the          
Euclidean distance can be formulated as: 
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(2) 
 

where the distance is the square root of the sum of the squared difference              
between the vectors in the feature space [9]. 

A problem with just measuring the distance between points to find the            
k closest neighbours is that the algorithm may use neighbours that are too far              
away. By inspecting the second graph in Figure 1.1, one could recognise that             
the unknown shape will be classified as a triangle, not considering the fact             
that the circle-neighbour is much closer to the input. By using the technique             
of assigning weights to compensate for neighbours being closer, the          
algorithm could become more precise in finding similar classifications. One          
popular method of converting distances to weights is the inverse function           
which inverts the distance metric. 

1.1.3 Neural Network Regression 

To understand how a neural network works, we first need to explain what a              
tensor is. A tensor is a container for data and a generalisation of matrices. We               
can compare it to an example vector with 4 entries , that is, a              
4-dimensional vector. This array of numerical values is called a 1D tensor.            
Thus, a matrix with a variety of vectors would be a 2D tensor, an array with                
matrices a 3D tensor, and so on. 

A neural network is primarily a tool for automating the manipulation           
of tensors, which here will be referred to as tensor operations. The network is              
basically a black box that executes complex tensor operations that performs           
geometric transformations to map the input space to the target space. These            
data-transformations take place in what is called layers and are the           
fundamental building blocks of a neural network, that is, modules that           
receive some input data and outputs the data in a more helpful form. The              
layers are essentially data-processors which, often accompanied by some         
state, collectively comprises the networks knowledge.  

The layers consist of a set of units or neurons that dictate the data              
transformations. These units are often accompanied by a layer ́s state           
manipulating the input. The input is then summed in these units, applied bias             
and used in an activation function to add non-linearity to its output. These             
units are essentially what makes up a layer and its data transformation            
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process. 
The layer's state, also known as the weights, are parameters that           

govern the data transformations. The weights are at the base level adjusted by             
the iterative process gradient descent which takes advantage of every tensor           
operation in the network being differentiable. To exemplify this, we could           
take a function that represents the loss score, that is, the off-put             
between a model's predictions and the actual data, where represents the            
weight. For the function where the derivative is known , we            
could tweak until we find the minimum, that is, we could move in the               
opposite direction of to reduce the value of to the lowest             
possible. The same principle is applied when working with tensors. With a            
matrix and a loss function , we can calculate the derivative of in               
point resulting in a tensor representing the gradient. As the derivative            
describes the slope of , the gradient describes the curve of in .              
And in the same way, by tweaking the tensor in the opposite direction of              
the gradient, we can reduce the value of , and hence reduce the loss              
score. This essentially means that we could modify the weights governing the            
neurons finding the combination of values that reduce the loss score. [5] 

This method of gradient descent is the learning process of the training            
loop, where the weights of the layers are moved in the opposite direction of              
the gradient until the loss value of the predicted target candidate and the             
empirical target is low enough. To put it in a more general context, a layer               
consists of neurons which transform the input. The neurons are governed by            
the corresponding weights affecting a neuron’s data-transformation, and the         
weights are, in turn, manipulated by gradient descent governed by some           
feedback signal, that is, the loss score. 

A problem with the gradient descent is that of the local and global             
minimum, that is, the smallest value of a function. With a small number of              
training loops, the weight calculations could stop at a local minimum, not            
considering the global (absolute) minimum of the loss value. This means that            
a loss function could falsely estimate that the weights are optimal for            
minimum loss score when in reality modifying the weights, even more,           
would result in an even lower minimum. With the use of an optimiser, the              
model could take into consideration both the current and previous gradient to            
create momentum, that is, applying velocity for the curve to estimate the            
gradient behaviour, and thereby govern the modifications of the weights for a            
global minimum [5]. An optimiser could also help with performance. 
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Figure 1.2: Depicts the learning flow of a simple neural network 

 
The “deep” in deep learning is typically the idea of a neural network             

with hierarchical layers, where the number of layers in a network is called its’              
depth. As exemplified by Chollet [5], the layers are like LEGO bricks that are              
fitted together in order to form pipelines for data-processing. That is, we            
could build a number of layers requiring their respective input shape, and            
returning a certain output shape that fits the next layer to form useful             
data-transformations. The benefit of a deep neural network is that we can            
automate the learning of features to create successive representation spaces of           
non-linearly separable high-dimensional data. By adding and chaining        
multiple layers, also termed hidden layers, in a neural network, we can            
increase the complexity of the model to detect more difficult patterns. 
 

 

Figure 1.3: Depicts a deep neural network with two fully connected (dense)            

 
   



 

hidden layers 

Moreover, neural networks where each neuron in a layer receives          
input from every neuron in a previous layer as depicted in Figure 1.3, are              
usually termed fully connected or dense neural network (DNN). In other           
words, a dense neural network is a network where each neuron is connected             
with every neuron of the next layer. 

1.1.4 Recurrent Neural Network 

A characteristic of commonly used neural networks such as densely          
connected networks, or convnets common for image processing, is that the           
networks persist no memory between inputs. These networks are generally          
called feed-forward networks. And much like the feed-forward networks         
being specialized on processing matrices of values, the Recurrent Neural          
Networks (RNN) are specialized on processing sequential inputs. The RNNs          
solves this by maintaining a state of what the model has been trained on so               
far and can use their internal memory for cycling and processing sequences.            
Necessarily, an RNN is a variant of a neural network that works like a              
for-loop iterating through model parameters computed from previous loops         
for new inputs [5]. 
 

 

Figure 1.4: Depicts the difference between an RNN and a feed-forward           
network where the RNN loops through previous  

 
The RNN is especially useful when working with        

timestamp-dependent data for predicting what is coming next and one may           

 
   



 

exemplify the logic by predicting the next letter in the alphabet; the RNN             
model can know A, B and C to predict the next letter D, or, what one said last                  
will impact what one says next. 

A problem with RNNs and neural networks, in general, is that of            
vanishing gradient; to a certain point adding more layers to the network            
makes the network untrainable. While an RNN should theoretically be able to            
remember inputs and parameters from many previous iterations, such         
long-term-memory is challenging to attain [10]. One way of preventing the           
vanishing gradient problem is to have a parallel process next to the sequence             
processing that could retain information about past iterations without being          
affected by new sequence processing. 

1.1.5 Transfer Learning 

 

Figure 1.5: Depicts the cycle of transfer learning 

 
Transfer learning is a method for reusing pretrained model states for another            
task [11]. A common use of transfer learning is for image classification and             
natural language processing with deep learning, where pre-trained models         
that are already computed on vast resources are reused and re-trained for a             
more specific purpose. This method of machine learning is useful for           
reducing time-consuming training and improving performances of models,        
but it could also be used as an incremental method where models are tuned              
for iteratively differences of a dataset as depicted in Figure 1.5. 

 
   



 

1.1.6 Scikit 

Scikit is a framework for Python that provides tools and measures for            
creating and building random forests and implementing k-nearest neighbour         
to a model. The framework provides these features that are used for this             
study: 

● An API to build models using k-nearest neighbour and random forest           
algorithm 

● Tools for hyperparameter tuning 

1.1.7 Keras 

Keras is another framework for Python providing deep-learning tools for          
defining and training a model. The framework provides a number of key            
features that will be used for this study: 

● An API to build models for deep-learning 
● Built-in support for recurrent neural networks and Long-Short-Term        

Memory (LSTM) to prevent vanishing gradient 
● Supports many variants of network architectures 

1.2 Related work 
The applicability of machine learning for the task of road condition           
predictions seem on the rise in the research field of computer science. With             
the current progress in road maintenance and autonomous cars, the need for            
more accurate and sophisticated models for determining the road conditions          
are perhaps more vital now than ever. When inspecting similar scenarios of            
machine learning applicability to road condition predictions, deep learning         
and random forest seem repeatedly used for comparison. Some of the           
research concerned within the field of road conditions is presented below,           
which, in some ways, relate to this thesis project. 

Sokol et al. [12] introduced the METRo-CZ model which uses an           
ensemble approach for forecasting road surface temperatures at the Czech          
road network. Instead of just using the deterministic forecasts from METRo,           
they ensembled forecasts from various models to suggest a probability of the            
forecasted value. Their model could successfully represent uncertainties in         
road surface forecast, however, they did not include various station          
characteristics such as the shading effect. While the study didn’t apply           
machine learning tools, but rather an interpolation of the suggested values           

 
   



 

offered from their forecast models, this shows that an ensemble technique           
could be suitable for improving the METRo prognostications. However, the          
study of this article in contrast to the study by Sokol et al. were more focused                
on machine learning improvements for already produced METRo        
prognostications, and not combining different forecasting models. 

Liu et al. [13] compared five algorithms for numerical road surface           
temperature predictions practising machine learning. The study used a small          
dataset obtained from the BJ-RUC (Beijing-rapidly update cycle) forecasting         
model and Beijing pavement inspection stations and used Gradient Boosting          
Regression Trees, Random Forests, LASSO, Multiple Linear regression and         
Deep Neural Network algorithms for training their models. According to the           
study, the predictive accuracy and performance of the Neural Network were           
poor for road temperature predictions, while ensemble algorithms performed         
quite well for these attributes. The ensemble techniques managed to achieve           
an MSE of ~9 while the neural network landed on ~17 for surface             
temperature predictions. One possible reason for this result, as they mention,           
is that the dataset was quite small. Liu et al. study is similar to the objective                
of this article comparing algorithms for predictions of road conditions but           
will take a slightly different approach predicting deviations of physical          
forecasting models and use a larger dataset. 

Panahandeh, Ek and Mohammadiha [14] proposed three       
classification algorithms (logistic regression, support vector machine, and        
artificial neural network) for predicting the road friction level at the road            
surface. The models were compared on error rate on different road segments            
for classifying road friction using data from RWISs and connected cars in            
Gothenburg, Sweden. The study showed that all algorithms had varying          
accuracy depending on the segment, but the artificial neural network          
produced generally more stable results for the various segments i.e. the           
network was better at handling different segment characteristics. While this          
study forecasted classifications, the study still resembles the aim of road           
condition forecasting utilizing machine learning. 

1.3 Problem formulation 
METRo is a solid model for forecasting surface temperatures. However, the           
model does not consider all factors that may influence the RWISs, and could,             
therefore, differ in accuracy in forecasting surface temperatures. The goal of           
this project was to implement and train models using the random forest,            

 
   



 

k-nearest neighbour, feed-forward and recurrent neural network algorithms        
for predicting the sum of squared errors (SSE) of road surface temperature            
predictions from METRo to assist with inflicting deviations and to take into            
account station characteristics. Since seasonal differences and worldwide        
climate change are factors that may influence the station forecasts over time,            
the study is also concerned with models battling seasonal adjustments and the            
fitness of continuously trained networks through transfer learning. The         
problem is, hence, to find the most suiting regression algorithm for predicting            
the off-put of a METRo prognostication of the road surface temperature,           
making use of assembled data from RWISs and national weather institutes           
that all inflict the METRo forecasts.  

1.4 Motivation 
Proper road maintenance is crucial for the safety and course of traffic. It is              
therefore vital that we possess high-quality tools and models for predicting           
climate and road conditions. By implementing machine learning for         
improving the METRo predictions, it could push the development of more           
accurate road forecasting models, and possibly in the future, improve road           
safety. Specifically, road maintenance companies with an interest in both          
maintaining road safety and not overdoing road treatments may benefit from           
machine learning models predicting the safety margin of a METRo          
prognostication at each individual station and situation. 

Moreover, the motivation for choosing these four algorithms for         
comparison, that is, the k-nearest neighbour, random forest, dense and          
recurrent neural networks are that the algorithms, in general, are popular in            
the modern machine-learning landscape. Deep learning is still on the rise, and            
the possibilities of deep learning is still unknown. Because the field of deep             
learning is more guided by experimental findings, the application of deep           
learning in the field of road condition predictions seems like a plausible            
scenario for experimentation. Random forest is also a popular algorithm in           
the world of machine-learning, and introduces a robust take on decision-trees           
and is in general applicable to any shallow machine-learning task. The           
motivation for using K-nearest neighbour is more a question of finding a            
benchmark. Since the kNN algorithm is so simple, it provides a convenient            
algorithm for comparison to the more complex algorithms. 

 
   



 

1.5 Objectives 
This thesis project set up four objectives to aid the comparison and fitness of              
the model algorithms for predicting METRo deviations and detecting station          
characteristics further defined below. The datasets used for the objectives          
consists of a multidimensional feature space collected every hour during          
winter/spring season from METRo forecasts and weather data spread across          
18 forecast lengths of four different RWISs located in Gothenburg, Sweden. 

 
O1 Implement regression models using random forest,      

recurrent neural network, feed-forward dense neural      
network and k-nearest neighbour. 

O2 Run an experiment where the models will be trained on          
the dataset from the winter season and examined 

O3 Implement functionality for transfer learning of the       
recurrent and dense neural network models 

O4 Run an experiment with transfer learning where the neural         
networks are additionally trained on the dataset from the         
spring season and examined 

 

The overall research goal of this study is to examine which algorithm            
could be most fitting for accompanying METRo prognostication. The dataset          
does, therefore, include features needed for METRo as well as features that            
may affect the station characteristics, such as the shading effect, over various            
timelines. Based on the overall research goal, three research questions of this            
study is formulated below. 

 
RQ1 Which algorithm achieves the best accuracy for       

predicting METRo deviations 
RQ2 What model size is needed for the models to achieve their           

respective accuracy? 
RQ3 Will the models improve their accuracy when continuing        

training the models on new data? 

1.6 Scope/Limitation  
Implementing the physical model (METRo) is not in the scope of this project.             
The dataset from the RWISs and the national weather institutes is a            
predefined dataset assembled beforehand. There may also be additional         
dimensions that inflicts the METRo prognostications that are not accounted          

 
   



 

for in the dataset, and this thesis did not deep dive into elements that may be                
neglected. This thesis did also not consider all forecast lengths provided by            
METRo, that is, the models are not trained on every possible and available             
situation. 

The scope of the thesis is to focus on the accuracy, model size and              
suitability of these four algorithms in a large multidimensional feature space,           
and how these models may contribute to detect deviations of road surface            
temperature predictions from METRo. 

1.7 Target groups 
Geologists with interest in the road conditions and road maintaining services           
may find METRo accompanied with a suitable machine learning model to be            
suiting for forecasting road statuses. While geologists may not strike as a            
given audience, this is a profession that often accommodates road surface           
forecasts for the road maintainers. 

Another target audience for this thesis may be experienced computer          
scientists with an interest in machine learning algorithms suitable for a           
multidimensional feature spaces and applicability of machine learning to a          
real-world scenario. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 

 
 
 
 

2 Method 
A few attributes were considered for examining the suitability of the           
algorithms for accompanying METRo, being accuracy, adjustability and        
model size. Accuracy is the most critical trait for a model to be considered              
plausible and is hence the most critical factor for comparison. Furthermore,           
adjustability and model size are essential qualities for examining algorithm          
suitability for additional training addressing seasonal differences and future         
climate changes. 

In order to answer the research questions in 1.5 and examine the traits             
stated above, this study conducted two controlled experiments on the models           
with various configuration variations. First, all models were trained and          
tested on a dataset collected during primarily the season of winter, that is,             
METRo forecasts and weather data collected for approximately five months          
during the winter season. Moreover, in the second experiment the models           
suitable for transfer learning were further trained on newer data from the            
spring season containing data for approximately two months, to examine if           
the models could improve or continue to adapt well. For every algorithm,            
models were built for every station and a few selected forecast lengths to             
predict the target value for each station and situation. The models were            
trained and evaluated by accuracy and model size as well as plotting and             
analysing the model estimations for better visualisation of the model          
performance. 

2.1 Data  
The dataset used for the experiment contained 18 variables collected from           
station monitors, SMHI (the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological        
Institute) [15], Google Street View, pysolar [16] together with METRo          
forecasts on road surface temperature gathered every hour from the 29th of            
October 2018 till the 14th of March 2019. The models suitable for transfer             
learning were additionally trained on the same feature space with data           
collected from the 14th of March to the 5th of May 2019. The variables              
collected from the mentioned sources are all factors that determine or inflicts            
the METRo prognostication, and the dataset will, therefore, contain all these           

 
   



 

possible influencing origins. The forecast values were relaxed across         
different forecast lengths for every hour up to 18 hours ahead to the target              
forecast at the max length accompanied by the actual measured value. 

The dataset consists of variables collected from multiple sources, but          
as mentioned above, are all factors that influences or may influence the            
METRo forecasts. The RWISs records surface temperature, air temperature,         
wind speed and dew point at a given station. SMHI provides air temperature,             
dew point, rain & snow precipitation, accumulated snow, wind speed, air           
pressure and octal cloud coverage collected from a 2.5 x 2.5 km area at a               
station location. The Google Street View yields mapping of shading and           
pysolar provides the radiation effects at a given station. The METRo model            
provides the road surface temperature forecast at a given timeframe up to 18             
hours in the future. The dataset was also manipulated to include the SSE as              
the target variable; hence, the value was calculated using the SSE of the             
METRo surface temperature forecast and the empirically measured value         
from the RWISs at a forecast length. The dataset also included a timestamp             
of the METRo forecast extraction. 

2.2 Evaluation 
This study took a hold-out validation approach for evaluating the algorithms,           
meaning that a fraction of the data was used as the test set, and the rest of the                  
data were used for training the model. The dataset used for each experiment             
was split on a 70/30 ratio, that is, the training set will contain 70% of the total                 
dataset, and the model was tested on the remaining 30%. 

For accuracy evaluation, the models were compared on the mean          
squared error on the test data, returning the squared mean of the error span.              
Furthermore, the models were dumped to a local file and examined for            
evaluation of model size. Evaluating suitability is a matter of combining the            
above traits and analyzing the results. 

2.3 Reliability & Validity 
Since the dataset provided were collected during winter/spring season, it is           
uncertain if the results of this study could prove representative for an entire             
year. It is also uncertain if the additional training of the models will show              
other results if they were to be further trained for a full year or longer. 

Furthermore, the reproduction of this study’s experiments is expected         
to differ since the algorithms used involve an accounted for randomness. The            

 
   



 

node splits for the random forest, and the weight distribution of the neural             
networks are factors that introduces uncertainty for reproduction. 

The result of this study may also vary depending on the tuning and             
implementation of METRo and the measurements and static variables for the           
relaxing of the forecasted values as well as the accuracy of the weather             
monitoring systems used to collect the dataset. 
 

 
   



 

3 Implementation 
The study used Python version 3.6 as the implementation language for the            
data processing and algorithm implementations accompanied by Keras        
version 2.2.4 and Scikit version 0.20.2 providing tools for model          
construction. The implementation environment adopted Jupyter Notebook       
version 5.7.4 for displaying the code and results. For further information           
about the implementation details and data collection, see Appendix 1 and           
Appendix 2. 

To evaluate model accuracy, and hence, the quality of a predictor, the            
squared difference of the predictions and the true target values, also termed            
the mean squared error (MSE), were calculated through a testing set, and is             
usually denoted as: 

 (3) 
 
where is the number of generated predictions, is the vector of observed              
values, is the vector of predicted values, and the sum is for all training               
inputs i.e. the mean of the squared errors [17]. 
 

3.1 Data Collection 
The dataset provided was in .h5-format, commonly used for big data           
persistence. The data was a multi-index set indexed by row and DateTime,            
where each timestamp consisted of METRo prognostications 18 hours ahead          
for each station. The data_generator.ipynb class is responsible for processing,          
collecting and saving a new more easily readable set extracted from the            
original dataset restricting to a date span and extracting data from the four             
selected RWISs in Gothenburg for various forecast lengths. 

 
RWIS Name RWIS ID Area 

Öxnäs 1417 Gothenburg 

Fiskebäck 1419 Gothenburg 

Åbro 1433 Gothenburg 

Fiskhamnsmotet 1440 Gothenburg 

Table 3.1: The RWISs used for the experiments. 
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3.2 Statistical Analysis 
For evaluating feature importance of the dataset and the statistical          
relationship between the independent features and the target value, the          
seaborn library [18] version 0.9.0 and its’ APIs for statistical relation           
visualizations was used to depict a heatmap of the feature correlations. 
 
3.3 Data Preprocessing 
The data preprocessing assembles data for four forecast lengths; 1, 5, 9 and             
18, that is, 1, 5, 9 and 18 hour forecasts from the METRo prognostications              
applied for training the models. Furthermore, the data was split in a 70/30             
ratio where 70% of the data was set as the training data and the rest as the test                  
data. For the kNN, DNN and RFR models, the data were split with the same               
random state number, that is, the data was split randomly but are identical for              
each experiment. For the RNN models, the data is split in the same ratio but               
not randomly. This is because the RNN model is utilizing time series, and             
hence the training data need to be chronological. 

The preprocessing of the data varies depending on the algorithm          
utilized. For the K-nearest-neighbour and feed-forward neural network        
models the values were normalized through standard deviation: 

 

(4) 
where x is the feature space and is the i th normalized              
value. 

The recurrent neural networks was not dependent on other features          
than the target feature and the dataset was hence stripped of the independent             
features into a one-dimensional dataset containing only the target value. The           
target data for the RNN were scaled to a -1 < x < 1 range through a min-max                  
scaler to better fit the hyperbolic tangent activation function: 

 

(5) 
where x is the feature space and is the i th normalized              
value. 

The random forest algorithm is not requiring normalised data since          
the values are not compared in magnitude, and hence requires no further            
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manipulation of the data. 
The dataset used in the second experiment and, hence, the data           

collected from the spring season, were normalized in a different manner.           
Since some features of the spring dataset were all the same, the standard             
deviation yielded zero for those features. For this reason, these feature values            
were normalized by being divided by one instead of the standard deviation. 

 
3.4 Model Architecture 
For every station and forecast length, a model was implemented to predict the             
result of the SSE of the road surface temperature estimations. This means that             
for each experiment, a model will be built for each station (y) at a certain               
forecast length (x). Since the experiment uses four stations at four forecast            
lengths, 16 models will be built for each algorithm being specialized at a             
specific station at the specific forecast length. 
 
Model Forecast Length RWIS ID 

1 1 1417 

2 5 1417 

3 9 1417 

4 18 1417 

5 1 1419 

6 5 1419 

7 9 1419 

8 18 1419 

9 1 1433 

10 5 1433 

11 9 1433 

12 18 1433 

13 1 1440 

14 5 1440 

15 9 1440 

16 18 1440 

 
   



 

Table 3.2: The models that are built and the respective targeting RWIS and             
forecast length along with training data shape. 

3.4.1 Random Forest 

For the models utilizing the random forest algorithm, the study will use the             
scikit-learn library and the RandomForestRegressor API [19] to build the          
models.  

The tuning of the hyperparameters were conducted by a random          
search of a set of parameters cross-validated over 3 folds for the training data              
from the winter season dataset. The parameters were then tested with 100            
different combinations to find the best hyperparameters for each model. The           
ranges and options available for the various combinations are displayed in           
Table 3.3. The results of the hyperparameter tuning of the RFR models are             
further documented in Appendix 1. 

 

Parameter Ranges / Options Description 

n_estimators 10 - 200 Number of trees 

min_samples_split 2, 5, 10 
Minimum number of datapoints    
placed in a node before split 

min_samples_leaf 1, 2, 4 

Minimum number of samples    
required at each right or left branch       
for a node split 

max_features 'auto', ‘sqrt’ 
Number of features to consider for      
each split 

max_depth 10 - 110 Maximum depth of the trees 

bootstrap True, False 
Determines if bootstrap samples    
should be used 

Table 3.3: The possible RandomForestRegressor hyperparameters that were        
randomly tested for parameter tuning. 

3.4.2 K-nearest Neighbour 

The implementation and creation of the K-nearest-neighbour models presents         
no randomness of the results, and the results are hence deterministic. The            
study used the scikit-learn library and KNeighborsRegressor API [20] to          
build the models. All models uses the automatic choosing of algorithms to            

 
   



 

use for computing the nearest neighbours depending on suitability, as well as            
utilizing distance weight function and Euclidean distance as weight metric. 
 

Parameter Value Description 

Algorithm 
‘auto’ (any of ‘ball_tree’,    
‘kd_tree’ or ‘brute’) Nearest neighbour algorithm 

Weight ‘distance’ 
Weight function used in    
predictions 

p 2 
Power parameter for setting    
Euclidean Distance as metric 

Table 3.4: The possible Dense Layer hyperparameters that were randomly          
tested for parameter tuning. 

 
The hyperparameter of k for the kNN models were conducted by a            

cross-validation with two folds of the complete winter season dataset. The           
reason for using two folds instead of three folds used in the hyperparameter             
tuning for the other algorithms is for better detecting higher divergences of            
the target values. The accuracy score were then compared for each value of k,              
until the best accuracy score and hence the best value of k were retrieved for               
each model. However, since the majority of target points were close to zero,             
the tuning of the parameters went to k > 500 for certain models. Letting k go                
to any value using the hyperparameter tuning made the kNN models underfit,            
and so the number of k were restricted to a span of 2 to 10 which were                 
retrieved from trial-and-error testing. The results of the hyperparameter         
tuning of the kNN models are further documented in Appendix 2. 

3.4.3 Dense Neural Network 

The dense neural network architecture was implemented using the Keras          
library and its dense layer APIs to construct the model. Three dense layers             
were used where all layers use the ReLU activation function except the last             
layer which defaults to linear activation. All models compiles using the           
RMSprop optimizer and loss function mean squared error (mse).  

The optimization of the hyperparameters were conducted for the         
number of neurons, batch sizes and epochs. The tuning involved a random            
search of the mentioned parameters cross-validated over 3 folds for the           
training data from the winter season dataset and tested with 100 different            

 
   



 

combinations. The ranges of the parameters are presented in Table 3.6. The            
results of the hyperparameter tuning of the DNN models are further           
documented in Appendix 1. 
 

Parameter Ranges 

Neurons 1- 300 

Batch Size 10, 20, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100 

Epochs 10, 20, 40, 50, 100 

Table 3.6: The possible Dense Layer hyperparameters that were randomly          
tested for parameter tuning. 

3.4.4 Recurrent Neural Network 

The dense neural network architecture can be seen in Table 3.7 and uses the              
Keras library to build a model utilising a stateful LSTM layer [21] for time              
series forecasting. The LSTM layer uses the default hyperbolic tangent (tanh)           
activation function and the last layer defaults to linear activation. The input            
data is reshaped as (samples, timesteps, features) where: 
 

● Samples are the number of data points available. 
● Timesteps is the number of memory steps i.e. how far back the            

network should look at previous data. 
● The number of features. 

 
The model performed most accurate when the timesteps considered         

for forecasting were set to 1, that is, the model uses a sequence of one value                
to predict the next, which also determines the batch size to 1 since the model               
is predicting just the next-coming value. Furthermore, the model uses the last            
state as the initial state on the following batch for the training loop, uses 1               
neuron, and is trained for 5 epochs resulting from trial-and-error testing and            
overfitting/underfitting evaluation of various epoch ranges and neuron units         
on the winter season dataset.  
 
3.5 Training & Evaluation 
Each model with a random implication of the algorithm outcome was trained            
and tested 10 times each to achieve a more statistically accurate result of how              
the model is performing. For each training loop, the MSE is calculated along             

 
   



 

with plotting a graph depicting the true and predicted target value. The            
recurrent neural network models was presented with a true target value and            
was tested by predicting the following value and comparing with the true            
next-coming value. The k-nearest neighbour models were just tried out once           
for the experiment, since the results from the models are deterministic. 

For evaluation purposes, the experiment extracted the predictions        
from the best run of the algorithms for the respective model to evaluate the              
error span of the regressors. For interpretation purposes, the feature          
importance of the RFR and kNN models were also extracted. The random            
forest models feature importances were derived using the feature importance          
API provided by scikit. The evaluation of the feature importance of the kNN             
models was conducted by a cross-validation score evaluation with negative          
MSE as the scoring method and just using one feature at a time to train the                
models. 

After each training loop, the model was dumped using the Pickle           
library installed by default in Python 3.6. The size of the model was then              
extracted using the system APIs. 
 
3.6 Transfer Learning 
The recurrent and dense neural network were further trained with previously           
stored weights, model architectures and compilers on the spring season          
dataset. The models were saved and reloaded and then fitted on a training             
subset of the newer dataset with the same hyperparameters presented in           
Appendix 2. These models were then tested and evaluated in the same            
manner as described in 3.4. The ratio of the data for the hold-out validation              
remained the same, that is, divided by a 70/30 ratio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 

4 Results 
Initially, data analysis was made on the dataset to understand the results and             
performances of the models better. The analysis showed essential factors that           
may influence the results and evaluation of the models. 

Furthermore, the experiments were divided into two steps where the          
models were firstly trained, tested and compared on the initial dataset ranging            
from the 29th of October 2018 till the 14th of March 2019 where each model               
was trained on approximately 2130 rows and tested on approximately 560           
rows from which the results are presented in 4.2.  

Secondly, the models suitable for transfer learning were trained and          
tested on new data collected from the 14th of March 2019 to the 5th of May                
2019 resulting in roughly 890 rows of training data and 360 rows for testing              
from which the results are presented in 4.3. The models not suitable for             
continuous training were also tested on the new data for comparison           
purposes. 

 
4.1 Data Analysis 

The graph shown in Figure 4.1 depicts the SSE values of the            
complete dataset where we can conclude that the majority of the SSE value             
data points are located at a 0 ≤ 1 span and that METRo had an MSE, that is,                  
the average of the SSE values, of ~1.5 for its predictions from all forecast              
lengths. 

 
Figure 4.1: Data visualization of the ranges of all the SSE values. 

 
   



 

Since the test data for the RNN models and the rest of the models are               
different, a comparison between the target value range between the test           
datasets used by the RNN models and the test datasets used by the other              
models was conducted and is shown in Figure 4.2. The result depicted in             
Figure 4.2 shows that the test data differs slightly and that the set for the               
RNN models have more values within a 0 ≤ 1 span. We could also witness               
that the value of SSE was smaller for lower forecast lengths. 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Data visualization of the SSE values for the chronological test dataset 
used for the RNN models, and the random test dataset used for the rest of the 
models. 

 
4.2 Experiment 1 

Using the MSE of the models and comparing them to the           
corresponding forecast length shown in Figure 4.3, we can view that all            
models overall were quite accurate in predicting the target value for the first             
forecast length. The plots suggests that the MSE in general were greater for             
higher forecast lengths. The plots also suggests that the median of the MSE             
overall were lower for the RNN and RFR models, where the RNN models             
MSE results were of higher agreement for the first forecast length and the             
RFR models MSE results were of higher agreement for the fifth and            
eighteenth forecast length. 

 
   



 

 
Figure 4.3: Boxplot depicting the models MSE in correspondence to the forecast 
length. 

 
A Single-Factor ANOVA test using 0.05 as the level of significance           

was conducted to compare the predictions of SSE of the road surface            
temperature forecasts from METRo. There was a significant difference in          
MSE for the various algorithms shown in Table 4.1. The conducted entire            
MSE scorekeeping of the algorithms are documented in Appendix 3. 
 

FL Station RFR kNN DNN RNN P-value 
1 1417 0.8101 0.7950 0.8573 0.1305 0.000 
5 1417 5.0100 7.3770 4.6236 8.0637 0.000 
9 1417 8.2256 10.1510 8.4940 7.7438 0.000 
18 1417 7.1996 9.6410 9.1799 8.8526 0.000 
1 1419 0.4474 0.4882 0.4882 0.3008 0.000 
5 1419 9.3852 11.6550 9.3990 9.0402 0.000 
9 1419 8.0958 10.3473 8.7103 6.7021 0.000 
18 1419 8.1348 11.5250 13.7056 7.5604 0.000 

 
   



 

1 1433 0.2643 0.2834 0.2966 0.14261 0.000 
5 1433 3.1493 3.8357 3.4997 3.2173 0.000 
9 1433 3.7625 5.7117 4.8785 2.5976 0.000 
18 1433 6.3745 8.8262 8.7927 5.4691 0.000 
1 1440 0.1449 0.1415 0.1486 0.0357 0.000 
5 1440 1.2708 1.6216 2.0310 1.8522 0.000 
9 1440 1.7859 2.5296 2.2679 1.4091 0.000 
18 1440 2.6383 4.1029 3.8712 2.5175 0.000 

Average  4.1683 5.5644 5.0783 4.1022  
Table 4.1: Average MSE and P-value from ANOVA tests for the four            
machine learning algorithms predicting SSE of the METRo road surface          
temperature forecasts. 

 
The conducted Single-Factor ANOVA test shows that there is a          

significant difference in scores. However, the statistical difference between         
specific groups was not shown with ANOVA. Additional t-tests were          
conducted to retrieve the P-value between groups documented in Appendix 6.           
The t-tests showed that there were occurrences of accepting the null           
hypothesis between the groups depicted in Table 4.2. 
 

Station FL Alg. 1 Alg. 2 P-value 
1417 9 RFR DNN 0.0818 
1417 18 DNN kNN 0.1871 
1417 18 DNN RNN 0.3409 
1419 1 DNN kNN 0.9929 
1419 5 RFR DNN 0.9748 
1419 5 RFR RNN 0.2020 
1419 5 DNN RNN 0.4137 
1433 18 DNN kNN 0.7335 
1440 1 RFR DNN 0.1096 
1440 18 DNN kNN 0.1558 

Table 4.2: P-value from t-tests comparing the results of the          
models where the statistical significance were not proven. 
 
From the result of the accuracy score, we can conclude that the RNN             

models overall generated predictions with lower MSE concluded from         

 
   



 

inspecting the average MSE of the models. The RFR models generally had            
lower MSE of the models trained and tested on the proportion of the dataset. 

An error bar graph was created using the predicted values from the            
best run for each algorithm, station and forecast length to depict where the             
models were most likely to predict a higher off-put. From Figure 4.4 we can              
witness that the range of error was generally lower at smaller SSE and that              
the RNN models were the most error-prone for predicting higher values of            
SSE. The graphs also suggests that the RFR models seem to be the best              
algorithm accuracy-wise at predicting the highest SSE values, i.e. the highest           
deviations of METRo prognostications. 
 

 
Figure 4.4: Graphs depicting the error span of the predicted values. 

 

 
   



 

Furthermore, from the results from Table 4.3, the study can conclude           
that the RNN models were the smallest in size, where the DNN, RFR and              
kNN were roughly similar size models. The size of the models is further             
documented in Appendix 4. 
 

 RFR (bytes) kNN (bytes) DNN (bytes) RNN (bytes) 

Average 437 914 374 081 496 680 4 858 

Sum 7 006 624 5 985 288 7 946 884 77 728 

Table 4.3: The average model size and the sum of all average model             
sizes for each algorithm 

 
4.3 Experiment 2 
The second experiment involved testing the models on new data accumulated           
approximately two months after the initial dataset, gathering METRo         
forecasts and weather data from the period of spring. The experiment was            
conducted to view how the models would cope with new data from a next              
season, and if seasonal differences affected the model predictions. 

Again, all models were tested on the same 30% random selection of            
rows of the new dataset (except for the RNN models, which were tested on              
chronological data), and the models suitable for continuous training, that is,           
the RNN and DNN models were further trained on the remaining 70%. The             
neural networks were compared before and after training on the new dataset,            
inspecting if the continuous training improved accuracy for predicting the          
new test data. From the results in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, we could              
witness that the neural networks, in general, improved their accuracy from           
continuous fitting. 

 
   



 

 
Figure 4.5: Graphs depicting the MSE development before and after continuous 
training on the new dataset for the DNN models. 

 
Figure 4.6: Graphs depicting the MSE development before and after continuous 
training on the new dataset for the RNN models. 

 
   



 

The conducted Single-Factor ANOVA tests for the accuracy results         
and the average MSE results of the models tested on the new dataset are              
depicted in Table 4.4. The results show that while the RFR models had a              
lower average MSE, the neural networks showed better accuracy for          
individual stations and forecast lengths. T-test were not conducted to          
compare the models between groups since the overall objective were to           
evaluate if the neural networks would improve significantly. 
 

Station FL RFR kNN DNN RNN P-value 
1417 1 5.9228 6.9223 30.227 8.5335 0.000 

1417 5 70.631 134.88 4656.9 124.39 0.000 

1417 9 92.885 302.703 13545.74 180.55 0.000 

1417 18 163.057 392.315 20472.45 179.315 0.000 

1419 1 2.4887 3.9701 2.9087 3.2915 0.000 

1419 5 61.811 186.714 73.4267 140.6737 0.000 

1419 9 122.6171 455.1926 147.2472 229.1091 0.000 

1419 18 147.8165 492.7234 139.6938 219.6228 0.000 

1433 1 2.1365 2.4075 3.4269 3.4236 0.000 

1433 5 30.2655 70.2259 23.5803 50.8088 0.000 

1433 9 45.007 123.5275 30.79667 59.8257 0.000 

1433 18 68.3317 123.401 54.5368 71.8679 0.000 

1440 1 0.9092 1.1328 1.1304 1.3053 0.000 

1440 5 9.8066 20.5122 9.7393 28.2784 0.000 

1440 9 18.732 60.8329 14.2313 20.4357 0.000 

1440 18 56.3124 92.8488 54.9091 36.677 0.000 

Average  56.1706 154.3942 2453.809 84.8825  

Table 4.4: Average MSE and P-value from ANOVA tests for the four            
machine learning algorithms predicting SSE of the METRo road surface          
temperature forecasts on the new dataset. 

 
Furthermore, the size of the DNN and RNN models reduced          

insignificantly after fitting the new training set on the neural networks           
documented in Appendix 3. 

 
   



 

5 Analysis  
Since the actual forecast from METRo was 18 hours ahead, and the forecast             
values were relaxed from forecast length 0 to 18, the results are likely to              
occur because the SSE value, in general, was lower when closer to the time of               
the METRo forecast. That may explain why the MSE increased per forecast            
length, since the SSE of the road surface temperature prediction may have            
had more time to diverge to higher magnitudes. It may also explain why some              
models had a hard time finding patterns for the target values, since the values              
after forecast length zero and before forecast length eighteen have been           
relaxed without an accessible pattern following. 

What can be concluded from these results is that even though the            
RNN models presented the best average accuracy score for the first           
experiment, they have a hard time predicting higher and perhaps more           
unexpected values of SSE. Another reason for the RNN models creating           
better predictions may be because the dataset used for testing, in general, had             
a lower target value, which lowers the MSE without actually proving that the             
RNN models are more accurate than the other models. Since this is the case,              
then perhaps the random forest models presented the real overall most           
accurate models with predictions from shuffled data. 

From the results of experiment 2, one could witness the accuracy of            
all models drop remarkably. That may prove this study's hypothesis that           
variations in seasons affect the prediction of SSE as other features may            
influence the target value for different occasions of the year. A statistical            
analysis of the feature correlations to the target value (SSE) is depicted in             
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 where the variation in the association of the two              
datasets are apparent. We could, for example, witness that the correlation of            
octal cloud coverage plays a vital part in decreasing the value of SSE for the               
winter dataset, but affects the target value increasingly for the spring dataset.            
We could also witness that snow amount and snow precipitation showed no            
association at all to the target value for the spring dataset for some stations              
and situations, however, these features did not have any particularly high           
impact or association to the target value for the winter dataset according to             
the analysis. Perhaps then, the lack of snow parameters were not the sole             
cause for the models diverging in accuracy for the second experiment. What            
is perhaps more interesting is that radiation and shading inflicts the error of             
the METRo prognostication in a much higher degree for the spring data than             
the winter data. All these variations in feature correlation between the seasons            

 
   



 

is likely to put the model predictions way off, and presents a difficult task for               
adjustmentation. 

 
ml* ra sh at dp rp sp sa ws ap oc pa a_t d_p s_t w_a s_a sb_a 

1 0.21 -0.17 0.09 0.05 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.03 0.09 0.06 0.12 -0.08 -0.02 0.06 

2 0.34 -0.26 0.08 -0.01 -0.1 -0.04 -0.05 -0.1 0.11 -0.19 -0.11 0.08 -0.02 0.11 -0.15 -0.05 0.09 

3 0.29 -0.22 0.07 -0.05 -0.12 -0.07 -0.07 -0.11 0.12 -0.19 -0.13 0.06 -0.05 0.11 -0.18 -0.06 0.07 

4 0.19 -0.14 -0.02 -0.07 -0.11 -0.07 -0.09 -0.14 0.13 -0.2 -0.12 -0.02 -0.07 0 -0.18 -0.03 0 

5 0.27 -0.21 0.01 0.04 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 -0.09 -0.04 0.11 0.06 0.16 -0.07 -0.03 0.08 

6 0.33 -0.27 0.14 0.03 -0.1 -0.03 -0.03 -0.07 0.1 -0.18 -0.1 0.13 0.03 0.19 -0.14 -0.03 0.14 

7 0.27 -0.23 0.12 -0.01 -0.13 -0.06 -0.06 -0.11 0.11 -0.24 -0.14 0.12 -0.01 0.19 -0.19 -0.04 0.13 

8 0.22 -0.18 0.05 -0.04 -0.12 -0.06 -0.06 -0.1 0.11 -0.23 -0.13 0.05 -0.04 0.11 -0.19 -0.02 0.08 

9 0.26 -0.22 0.13 0.08 -0.04 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 0.02 -0.07 -0.04 0.13 0.09 0.16 -0.05 -0.03 0.08 

10 0.28 -0.26 0.03 -0.02 -0.07 -0.03 -0.04 -0.13 0.13 -0.14 -0.08 0.02 -0.03 0.03 -0.11 -0.03 0.03 

11 0.15 -0.15 -0.13 -0.04 -0.09 -0.06 -0.06 -0.18 0.16 -0.15 -0.1 -0.02 -0.05 -0.05 -0.12 -0.01 -0.03 

12 0.07 -0.06 -0.04 -0.03 -0.08 -0.07 -0.07 -0.18 0.18 -0.15 -0.09 -0.04 -0.03 -0.1 -0.1 0 -0.06 

13 0.25 -0.23 0.14 0.08 -0.04 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 0.04 -0.09 -0.04 0.13 0.08 0.16 -0.07 -0.03 0.12 

14 0.2 -0.24 0.09 0.03 -0.07 -0.04 -0.04 -0.09 0.13 -0.25 -0.09 0.09 0.03 0.14 -0.13 -0.05 0.09 

15 0.06 -0.04 -0.1 -0.09 -0.11 -0.08 -0.07 -0.19 0.2 -0.28 -0.13 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.16 -0.06 0.04 

16 0.01 -0.04 -0.1 -0.09 -0.11 -0.08 -0.09 -0.21 0.21 -0.24 -0.12 -0.1 -0.09 -0.13 -0.15 -0.06 -0.05 

Table 5.1: Heatmap displaying the feature correlation to the target value           
(SSE) for the winter dataset 
* ml = model, ra = radiation, sh = shade, at = air temperature (from SMHI), dp = dew                   
point (from SMHI), rp = rain precipitation, sp = snow precipitation, sa = snow              
accumulated, ws = wind speed, ap = air pressure, oc = octal cloud coverage, pa =                
precipitation amount, a_t = air temperature (from RWIS), d_p = dew point (from RWIS), s_t               
= surface temperature (from RWIS), w_a = water amount, s_a = snow amount, sb_a =               
below surface temperature 

 
ml ra sh at dp rp sp sa ws ap oc pa a_t d_p s_t w_a s_a sb_a 

1 0.26 -0.21 0.12 0.05 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.06 -0.01 0.14 -0.01 0.14 0.07 0.18 -0.03  -0.01 

2 0.32 -0.23 0.24 0.01 -0.05  -0.02 0 0.11 0.11 -0.05 0.23 0.01 0.26 -0.08  0.08 

3 0.28 -0.2 0.25 0.01 -0.03  -0.02 -0.06 0.14 0.07 -0.03 0.25 0.01 0.34 -0.05  0.13 

4 0.27 -0.22 0.19 0.06 -0.02  -0.02 -0.03 -0.04 0.1 -0.02 0.19 0.06 0.29 -0.06  0.18 

5 0.35 -0.31 0.1 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0 0 0.1 -0.03 0.14 0.02 0.2 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 

6 0.5 -0.44 0.21 -0.02 -0.07  -0.02 -0.03 0.1 -0.01 -0.07 0.21 -0.01 0.4 -0.09  0.07 

7 0.5 -0.43 0.29 0.04 -0.06  -0.02 -0.06 0.12 -0.01 -0.06 0.28 0.04 0.5 -0.06  0.1 

8 0.5 -0.44 0.32 0.07 -0.05  -0.02 -0.04 0.05 -0.04 -0.05 0.32 0.07 0.54 -0.07  0.13 

 
   



 

9 0.26 -0.25 0.13 0.07 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.07 -0.04 0.14 -0.01 0.14 0.08 0.17 -0.02  0.03 

10 0.34 -0.31 0.27 0.036 -0.02  -0.01 0.03 0.02 0.14 -0.02 0.26 0.03 0.29 -0.02  0.13 

11 0.22 -0.2 0.29 0.07 -0.02  -0.02 -0.07 0.06 0.13 -0.02 0.29 0.07 0.3 -0.04  0.19 

12 0.19 -0.17 0.2 0.14 0.11  -0.02 -0.1 -0.01 0.15 0.11 0.2 0.14 0.23 0  0.26 

13 0.26 -0.23 0.13 0.06 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.06 0.01 0.18 -0.03 0.1 0.05 0.13 -0.03  0 

14 0.3 -0.27 0.17 0.08 -0.02  -0.01 0.05 -0.06 0.2 -0.02 0.17 0.08 0.19 0  0.04 

15 0.28 -0.26 0.18 0.1 0.03  -0.02 0.06 -0.05 0.19 0.03 0.19 0.01 0.21 0.02  0.05 

16 0.3 -0.27 0.22 0.2 0.06  -0.01 0.08 -0.13 0.14 0.06 0.22 0.2 0.26 0  0.16 

Table 5.2: Heatmap displaying the feature correlation to the target value           
(SSE) for the spring dataset 
* ml = model, ra = radiation, sh = shade, at = air temperature (from SMHI), dp = dew                   
point (from SMHI), rp = rain precipitation, sp = snow precipitation, sa = snow              
accumulated, ws = wind speed, ap = air pressure, oc = octal cloud coverage, pa =                
precipitation amount, a_t = air temperature (from RWIS), d_p = dew point (from RWIS), s_t               
= surface temperature (from RWIS), w_a = water amount, s_a = snow amount, sb_a =               
below surface temperature 

 
What could also be concluded is that the neural networks, in general,            

improved their accuracies with continuous training. While the RFR models          
overall were more accurate, the neural networks were more precise than the            
RFR models on several stations and forecast lengths, which may confirm that            
a continuously trained neural network might prove to be more useful in the             
long run where it could continue to adapt for seasonal differences. Moreover,            
the variation in the data point normalization of the dataset, and hence, the             
non-presence of some values in the spring dataset that were present in the             
winter dataset, used in experiment 2, may be one reason why the neural             
network, at least for station 1417, went way off with its SSE estimations.             
While the lack of feature values or lack of standard deviation of some             
features probably affected all models in some ways (except the RNNs), this            
seems to have had a larger effect on some dense neural network models             
probably putting the weight scheme and matrix transformation completely         
off. 

Even though the neural networks seems promising in some aspects,          
the algorithms are, in a way black boxes that are hard to analyse. One cannot               
easily say, for example, that increased value of radiation may inflict the value             
of SSE. In some industries, this may be necessary for telling what the models              
are basing their predictions. The RFR and kNN models are useful in this             
aspect where they could extract feature importance and determine which          

 
   



 

features affect the results. That makes it easier to determine RWIS           
characteristics by, e.g. showing that radiation affects the METRo         
prognostication of a particular station or air pressure affects the forecast of            
another. Feature importance of the RFR and kNN models are further           
documented in Appendix 5. 

Another aspect of the algorithms that were not empirically tested, but           
witnessed during the experiments, was that both the RNN and DNN models            
were significantly slower to train than the RFR and kNN models. While for             
this study, the accuracy was of the highest importance, the speed of the model              
training could be taken into account for other scenarios where effectiveness is            
of higher concern. 

It should also be mentioned that the hyperparameters governing the          
models might give different results for other tunings. It may be that the             
algorithms perform better with other configurations, but a vast exploration of           
the best hyperparameters is out of the scope of this study. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 

6 Discussion  
6.1 Machine Learning for Assisting METRo 
The results of the study are showing that it is not obvious that machine              
learning may accompany METRo to assess precision for 18-hour forecasts.          
While this study is concerned with comparing algorithms, one might still           
speculate about the usage and acceptable prediction rate of the models.           
Moreover, in the industry of road treatment and maintenance where          
one-degree Celsius could be the difference between a slippery or a firm road,             
the results from the models may not be auxiliary enough to assist METRo             
prognostications. When the models are presented with a training set from           
mostly the season of winter, the models are unable to remain the same level              
of MSE for predicting the deviation of the METRo forecasts from the period             
of spring, as shown in the second experiment. For the first forecast length, all              
models seem to be considerably accurate in general terms, but it needs to be              
put in relation. Most METRo predictions fell under a relatively small off-put            
of the actual surface temperature for the first forecast length, which shows, if             
anything, that METRo is a useful tool in road condition forecasting. Then,            
perhaps, assisting METRo with machine learning may be more useful for           
longer forecast lengths, since, for the first forecast length, one may instead            
estimate an average deviation and include that in the forecast. Unfortunately,           
for forecast lengths exceeding the first, all models were quite poor in            
estimating the SSE, especially for the following spring season, if the criteria            
of prediction off-put are to be below one-degree Celsius. 

The models did, however, present a modest ability to discover          
significant divergences from the METRo forecast for the winter data. Hence,           
one could argue that the dataset provided for assisting METRo possessed at            
least some critical dimensions to detect large deviations, being shading,          
radiation or any other feature that may impact the detection. So perhaps the             
models created for this study could be sufficient to help warn about possible             
considerable deviations of METRo forecasts for the RWISs used in this study            
and for the respective season. 
 
6.2 Answering the Research Questions 
This thesis aimed to answer three research questions mentioned in 1.5: 

● Which algorithm achieves the best accuracy for predicting METRo         
deviations? 

 
   



 

● What model size is needed for the models to achieve their respective            
accuracy? 

● Will the models improve their accuracy when continuing training the          
models on new data? 

6.2.1 Which model achieves the best accuracy for predicting METRo          
deviations? 

The question of which model algorithm achieving the highest accuracy turned           
out to be a more complex examination than first anticipated. By looking at             
the test results from experiment 1, it can be concluded that the recurrent             
neural networks, in general, were the most accurate. However, the RNNs           
were trained and tested on another proportion of the data than the rest of the               
model algorithms. Comparing accuracy on models tested on different         
versions of the dataset is hence mistaken, and to say that the recurrent neural              
networks were the most accurate would be defective. A more appealing           
question to ask, but perhaps a more subjective one, would be which model             
seems the fittest for the task. And such a question would be answered with a               
general statement in the world of machine learning; it depends. For some            
RWISs and forecast lengths where significant divergences of the METRo          
prognostications occurred, the random forest models seemed more suitable         
for estimating higher target values. However, for stations where the target           
value, in general, was low, that is, where the METRo forecasts were seldom             
off target, the recurrent neural networks may be suitable for estimating the            
target value based on the previous one. What could also be witnessed from             
the results of the second experiment is that the random forest models overall             
were better at predicting the target value for the next spring season, and that              
may also be a decisive factor for the fitness of the algorithms. 

6.2.2 What model size is needed for the models to achieve their            
respective accuracy? 

The RNN models were smallest in size, averaging ~0.01 MB per model. The             
most significant models were produced by the dense neural networks          
averaging ~8 MB per model. While the size of a single model does not cause               
any raise of eyebrows, using models for every forecast length for every            
station in Sweden (~800) would result in a much larger total space of the              
models. The dense neural networks would require approximately 14400         
models with a total space of about 7,2 GB, and respectively, the RFR models              

 
   



 

would require 6,3 GB, the kNN models 5,4 GB and the RNN models 0,7 GB               
with current model configurations and with models for every station and           
forecast length. 

6.2.3 Will the models improve their accuracy when continuing training          
the models on new data? 

The neural networks did improve in accuracy when continuously trained on           
newer data and predicting data from the same season origin. While the            
networks generated a higher MSE for prediction of the new data, they still             
improved by further training, and perhaps a different configuration of the           
models would return a more solid prognosticator. The improvement of the           
networks continuously trained is also an indicator that these models may be            
more suitable for adaptability of seasonal differences and climate changes. 
 
6.3 Suggestions for Improvements 
The results and the previous section suggests that improvements of either the            
models or the dataset are necessary for a better complement to METRo.            
Some options may be using more data perhaps from the full year, more/fewer             
dimensions and features that may influence METRo, better tuning of the           
model hyperparameters, constantly retrain the models for the corresponding         
season or introduce some weighting of the dataset features. Perhaps even a            
combination of them all. From the feature correlations to the target value in             
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, one could inspect the variances in feature            
importance between the seasons, but also that some features seemed to           
closely relate to the target value for both season instances. Perhaps a more             
thorough investigation into feature selections that could work as independent          
of the season and perhaps a combination of continuously trained neural           
networks with weighted feature regression or bias adjustments could provide          
a more solid predictor. One may also speculate that more or other factors             
inflicting the station monitors, METRo, or the relax method magnitudes may           
be useful for a more accurate prediction, and what these may be is a question               
for the metrologist or geologist. 
 
6.4 Returning to the Related Work 

Compared to the related research mentioned in 1.2, this study          
achieved a quite similar result. The random forest models had, in general,            
better accuracy than the feed-forward neural networks, in accordance with the           

 
   



 

study by Liu et al. [13]. In general, this study achieved a lower average MSE               
than the study by Liu et al., however, this does not tell us much about the                
difference in the performance of the models. If anything, it shows that            
METRo, in general, had better predictions of road surface temperature than           
the models built by Liu et al., with an average MSE of ~1.5, and that may                
provide useful insight into what scenarios machine learning may be          
appropriate or not. 

Looking at the study by Panahandeh, Ek and Mohammadiha [14],          
classifying road segments as slippery or not, the results from this study could             
take a similar approach but instead classify the likelihood of METRo being            
way off target with its forecasts. 

 
  

 
   



 

7 Conclusion  
From the results of both experiments, it is clear that the random forest models              
overall outperformed the k-nearest neighbour models and the recurrent and          
dense neural networks. While the recurrent neural networks utilizing time          
step dimensions seem to provide an advantage over other algorithms for the            
first experiment, the models were way off target when faced with data from a              
next season or high divergences of the METRo forecasts. However, the           
neural networks seem promising in the aspect of adaptability for future           
seasons and climate changes and may prove sufficient in the long run when             
continuously trained, but one needs to find a solution for accounting features            
unique for each season, such as snow precipitation or radiation and shading            
effects. 

The feature importance from the RFR and kNN models shows that           
certain factors were more important than others and that the importance           
differed between the RWISs used for this thesis. It shows that station            
characteristics are present for affecting the METRo prognostications and that          
these feature characteristics can be discovered and complemented by machine          
learning. 

The most accurate models presented an average MSE of ~4 for the            
first experiment utilizing the data from the winter season. For the second            
experiment utilizing the data from the spring season, the most accurate           
models returned an average MSE of ~56. The results from the two            
experiments show that seasonal differences highly mislead the models, and          
suggests that the station characteristics and feature importances are         
seasonally dependent. 

While this thesis did not achieve nor prove the actual usability of the             
models as an addition for METRo in the road maintenance industry, the            
thesis may serve as a guideline for further development and research as to             
how METRo forecasts could be complemented with machine learning and          
better tackle station characteristics. 

7.1 Future work 

7.1.1 Large Scale Experiment 

Conducting similar experiments presented by this thesis project but on a           
larger scale, that is, using METRo forecasts and weather data from at least a              
full year, would be needed to investigate the suitability of the models further.             

 
   



 

Such a dataset would provide a substantially larger resource for training and            
testing the models, and with METRo prognostications produced every hour,          
neural networks could continue to train on regular incoming data, and thus            
better train the networks. 

7.1.2 Feature Importances and Selections 

All models used for this thesis are subjects for examining the inner workings             
of the regressor predictions and selections. Further investigations concerning         
how the models create the connections or tree building feature selections           
could prove useful in improving the accuracy of the models and better            
capture station characteristics. A further information-theoretic approach of        
the models and the task at hand for better tuning of the algorithms may              
present a suitable framework for future enhancements of the models. Tishby           
& Zaslavsky [22] presents one of the foundations of information-theoretic          
approaches in “Deep learning and the information bottleneck principle”.         
Russo & Zou [23] present another information theoretic framework approach          
by quantifying bias in “Controlling Bias in Adaptive Data Analysis Using           
Information Theory” . 

7.1.3 Assisting METRo Further 

Research concerning aiding METRo with other aspects than road surface          
temperature would be necessary for a complete evaluation of machine          
learning as a suitable accompaniment. That includes road conditions such as           
discovering slippery, dry, freezing roads, or other road-related variables that          
METRo are able to forecast. Perhaps another take on machine learning           
complementing METRo would also be of interest where models instead          
would determine the likelihood of the forecast being accurate, that is, models            
concerning logistic regression or classification of the METRo forecasts. 
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A1 Appendix 1 

Here, the implementation of the experiments and the dataset used is           
documented.  
 

Name URL Description 

data_generator.ipynb https://github.com/jesp
erlandmer/METRo-SS
E-Predictor/blob/maste
r/data_generator.ipynb 

The implementation  
of the data collector    
which extracts data   
from the chosen   
RWISs and saves   
the data in a format     
conveniently read as   
a dictionary (saved   
in the data-folder). 

random_forest.ipynb https://github.com/jesp
erlandmer/METRo-SS
E-Predictor/blob/maste
r/random_forest.ipynb 

The implementation  
of the random forest    
algorithm. The  
results of the   
experiment can be   
found under  
results*/rfr/*. 

k_nearest_neighbour.ip
ynb 

https://github.com/jesp
erlandmer/METRo-SS
E-Predictor/blob/maste
r/k_nearest_neighbour.
ipynb 

The implementation  
of the  
k-nearest-neighbour 
algorithm. The  
results of the   
experiment can be   
found under  
results*/knn/*. 
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dense_neural_network.
ipynb 

https://github.com/jesp
erlandmer/METRo-SS
E-Predictor/blob/maste
r/dense_neural_networ
k.ipynb 

The implementation  
of the neural   
network using dense   
layers. The results of    
the experiment can   
be found under   
results*/dnn/*. 

recurrent_neural_netw
ork 

https://github.com/jesp
erlandmer/METRo-SS
E-Predictor/blob/maste
r/recurrent_neural_net
work.ipynb 

The implementation  
of the recurrent   
neural network. The   
results of the   
experiment can be   
found under  
results*/rnn/*. 

data_visualization.ipyn
b 

https://github.com/jesp
erlandmer/METRo-SS
E-Predictor/blob/maste
r/data_visualizations.ip
ynb 

Data visualization 
tools for depicting and 
analyzing the dataset. 

First dataset https://drive.google.co
m/file/d/1NesqmEk-E5
8tdrOfqU7iU8Ht53mP
oJKx/view?usp=sharin
g 

Dataset collected from 
29th of October 2018 
till the 14th of March 
2019.  

Second dataset https://drive.google.co
m/file/d/1va6vy1fVXN
kqF64XOMAiJmjw_fr
Lylot/view?usp=sharin
g 

Dataset collected from 
29th of October 2018 
till the 5th of May 
2019.  
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A2 Appendix 2 
 
Here the hyperparameters used for each model is documented. The models           
referred to in these tables can be viewed in 3.3. 
 
Random Forest Regressor Models 
 

Model 
n_estimat
ors 

min_sampl
es_split 

min_sampl
es_leaf 

max_featu
res 

max_dept
h bootstrap 

1 178 2 4 sqrt' 90 TRUE 

2 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

3 52 5 1 sqrt' 60 FALSE 

4 136 5 1 sqrt' 80 FALSE 

5 136 2 4 sqrt' 80 FALSE 

6 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

7 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

8 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

9 52 10 2 sqrt' 60 TRUE 

10 73 5 1 sqrt' 100 FALSE 

11 157 5 1 sqrt' 70 FALSE 

12 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

13 31 10 4 sqrt' 90 TRUE 

14 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

15 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

16 31 2 1 sqrt' None FALSE 

 
k-Nearest Neighbour Models 
 
Model K 

1 10 

2 2 

3 10 

4 10 

 
   



 

5 2 

6 5 

7 10 

8 10 

9 3 

10 10 

11 10 

12 10 

13 10 

14 10 

15 10 

16 10 

 
Dense Neural Network Regression Models 
 
Model neurons epochs batch_size 

1 267 40 50 

2 235 50 20 

3 300 40 20 

4 171 50 20 

5 136 100 10 

6 235 100 20 

7 267 40 20 

8 138 40 10 

9 138 100 10 

10 267 50 40 

11 267 40 40 

12 235 50 40 

13 300 40 20 

14 203 40 20 

15 267 50 20 

16 300 40 20 

 
 

 
   



 

 

B Appendix 3 
 
Here the results from the models are presented. All results are presented in a              
table with the respective runtime number and forecast length along with the            
mean squared error for the model. 
 
Experiment 1 
 
Random Forest Regressor 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.8128972268 4.608683218 8.318176442 7.318912949 

2 0.8084485236 5.09736177 8.363697298 7.325404772 

3 0.8055545481 5.227668791 8.225443264 7.329181589 

4 0.8092540202 5.187659811 8.190380286 7.082434861 

5 0.8043885902 4.964342355 8.334380754 6.931769539 

6 0.8135758367 4.611378949 8.152583253 7.157112232 

7 0.8086022303 5.065396442 8.17241076 7.253457221 

8 0.8111118507 5.39598251 8.098019347 7.273451093 

9 0.8098073636 4.917078193 8.022550968 7.053040819 

10 0.8170041141 4.974344137 8.379012951 7.271618985 

Mean 0.8100644304 5.004989618 8.225665532 7.199638406 

 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.4496001118 10.10960228 7.958654374 8.204343787 

2 0.4467150684 9.317828647 8.27442965 8.077429379 

3 0.445345255 9.717444093 7.530685265 7.712180962 

4 0.44907579 9.779048249 7.591547104 8.880355998 

5 0.4506559217 9.412820267 8.487625706 7.60218234 

6 0.4473133133 8.80834313 8.437202028 8.103978743 

7 0.4447685685 9.325790313 7.69840758 8.539834275 

 
   



 

8 0.4475948906 8.453408738 8.050186866 7.902487188 

9 0.4469344872 10.25010697 8.830097549 8.159671063 

10 0.4464661132 8.677746852 8.099352077 8.166013119 

Mean 0.447446952 9.385213954 8.09581882 8.134847685 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.2689422241 3.169574049 3.784696804 6.425590009 

2 0.2666524833 3.155629488 3.721109625 6.403246269 

3 0.2677065067 3.091798526 3.782815022 6.351940922 

4 0.2595284983 3.123139036 3.817682187 6.649838727 

5 0.2671789047 3.15856101 3.711351739 6.427219791 

6 0.2655768876 3.167806033 3.742883406 6.364573795 

7 0.2676976217 3.204922567 3.751925364 6.129288535 

8 0.2575274769 3.094908542 3.727444941 5.814418863 

9 0.2616673259 3.213820591 3.774886859 6.611789599 

10 0.2602800536 3.112703051 3.810477394 6.567255543 

Mean 0.2642757983 3.149286289 3.762527334 6.374516205 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.1464958569 1.387407413 1.828067556 2.646075261 

2 0.1446758339 1.289987399 1.757974571 2.76961675 

3 0.1364077105 1.193615651 1.797057894 2.601724279 

4 0.1495067467 1.363367096 1.822189991 2.626167982 

5 0.1465339869 1.269265576 1.734909656 2.711997701 

6 0.1427108749 1.326977506 1.861717909 2.568801953 

7 0.1436924164 1.182327909 1.808462832 2.575585834 

8 0.145346493 1.253643304 1.726931192 2.534207819 

9 0.1447890864 1.187730896 1.808552442 2.734350026 

10 0.1484362421 1.253802721 1.712701157 2.614846369 

Mean 0.1448595248 1.270812547 1.78585652 2.638337397 

 

 
   



 

K-Nearest Neighbour 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 

1 5 9 18 

0.7950698993650779 7.376987201625352 10.151057373526394 9.640552156611335 

 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 

1 5 9 18 

0.4882450902856195 11.65475628271719 10.347323222819679 11.524850275381814 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 

1 5 9 18 

0.2834066779267804 3.835750453213379 5.711691480642361 8.826208432471903 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 

1 5 9 18 

0.1415772646235231 1.621575732133524 2.5296177692875665 4.102942614610574 

 
Dense Neural Network 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.8469200671 4.595324126 8.700829121 10.18679454 

2 0.8512470023 4.477888669 8.649068847 8.175534587 

3 0.8617169714 4.239641032 8.333051179 8.650806088 

4 0.8543857839 4.832168596 7.828486041 8.710147435 

5 0.840575401 5.252054386 9.26511515 9.068045644 

6 0.852025166 4.134134229 8.277295988 9.614914201 

7 0.8662376337 5.050795259 8.156275234 8.712913226 

8 0.8684259448 4.279855228 8.675487011 8.406310464 

9 0.8433757055 4.900314291 8.897698782 8.723510639 

10 0.888327692 4.474174239 8.156575071 11.55016484 

Mean 0.8573237368 4.623635005 8.493988242 9.179914167 

 
   



 

 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.4902490358 8.6823388 8.91827564 13.82171279 

2 0.4824174057 12.3853301 8.062845415 14.4756667 

3 0.5243761344 8.994943569 8.702016135 12.39263998 

4 0.4957895539 9.387490344 8.295836087 14.16179588 

5 0.5046592631 8.673822862 8.219874023 13.25136636 

6 0.4836774087 8.523921952 9.484758048 15.63565177 

7 0.4704355577 8.985445607 9.089580249 12.85616085 

8 0.4638518365 10.66057422 8.627138194 12.92060288 

9 0.4898696642 9.036214406 8.477952294 13.18569614 

10 0.4766176878 8.660494094 9.224506202 14.35426798 

Mean 0.4881943548 9.399057595 8.710278229 13.70555614 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.2966012166 3.475950704 4.954041789 8.303862213 

2 0.2813476084 3.568345784 4.922343005 8.677274032 

3 0.3077115945 3.521624485 5.034409485 9.149324823 

4 0.3155617946 3.366961525 4.575874081 9.054387269 

5 0.3030962254 3.822141901 5.666875512 8.473171974 

6 0.2920203745 3.510873896 4.761641445 9.292955852 

7 0.2789121686 3.629207572 4.557940707 8.758590384 

8 0.3054270471 3.281724334 4.986970052 8.700502018 

9 0.2956181299 3.329529818 4.78660277 8.814090023 

10 0.2897209347 3.490016421 4.538518475 8.702915419 

Mean 0.2966017094 3.499637644 4.878521732 8.792707401 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.1409877794 2.066194008 2.356954207 3.378639518 

 
   



 

2 0.1471990791 1.785732135 2.216841248 4.421443057 

3 0.1398596729 1.862938456 2.392951421 4.075607851 

4 0.1491683186 2.096514665 2.27392371 3.620035547 

5 0.1480992743 1.993849698 2.299995193 3.728730044 

6 0.1487525162 1.910691549 2.21221556 3.42634664 

7 0.1602235674 2.543572364 2.056007183 4.810408746 

8 0.1535508213 1.855808067 2.281657118 3.910177889 

9 0.1465175793 2.361914347 2.249381555 3.971581361 

10 0.151418169 1.922579514 2.338942834 3.369083641 

Mean 0.1485776778 2.03997948 2.267887003 3.871205429 

 
Recurrent Neural Network 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.1441339974 7.429433718 7.751093919 8.85967991 

2 0.1218370421 7.890127229 7.755050123 8.593096263 

3 0.1390198207 8.265810877 8.090331896 8.952081096 

4 0.1050525921 7.775699427 7.627550539 8.895424536 

5 0.1275108631 8.052117315 7.712969666 9.009735877 

6 0.1216943494 8.360124376 7.665884701 8.702888285 

7 0.1498720834 9.231107301 7.661930148 8.832865288 

8 0.1260324725 8.153971674 7.740099002 9.001472019 

9 0.1436879437 7.42519289 7.701842283 8.746838811 

10 0.1260324723 8.053563101 7.732042697 8.932304749 

Mean 0.1304873637 8.063714791 7.743879497 8.852638683 

 
 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.2327920939 9.89737487 6.678584628 7.272252107 

2 0.316423628 8.950644757 6.690749725 7.483334271 

3 0.2777487927 9.883863211 6.668834104 7.695003921 

 
   



 

4 0.2356828316 8.607695063 6.69271469 7.308066783 

5 0.2345604425 8.718443726 6.67914945 7.634113109 

6 0.2299333575 8.275108883 6.753045182 7.71070664 

7 0.4136427243 8.878058669 6.695282717 7.855238352 

8 0.5402880479 9.618674357 6.83708286 7.348081339 

9 0.2345515544 8.864953133 6.65644838 7.786958866 

10 0.292049996 8.707582465 6.668769697 7.510716123 

Mean 0.3007673469 9.040239913 6.702066144 7.560447151 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.1550293656 3.106585403 2.629775668 5.384717385 

2 0.1446272695 3.210785584 2.593092292 5.571166464 

3 0.1720487752 3.271345082 2.581893689 5.4392899 

4 0.1431220763 3.306374082 2.572030111 5.381598673 

5 0.1292898599 3.280523916 2.563890004 5.535684333 

6 0.1558229215 3.185579048 2.627448923 5.396154302 

7 0.1420845447 3.120379438 2.604450747 5.602360349 

8 0.1268803155 3.355201456 2.590746915 5.41973713 

9 0.1075597053 3.116350949 2.566664328 5.39167485 

10 0.1495940811 3.219679861 2.645872735 5.568117675 

Mean 0.1426058915 3.217280482 2.597586541 5.469050106 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.0276782755 1.860355173 1.389344942 2.482664949 

2 0.04001504346 1.871463223 1.412784739 2.52988277 

3 0.03515894274 1.879664928 1.405670551 2.520363328 

4 0.04536785377 1.898761822 1.399299035 2.529324594 

5 0.03614847896 1.684364515 1.409816236 2.505284607 

6 0.03091213559 1.972318104 1.408721352 2.532870817 

7 0.03436418276 1.845217009 1.407126852 2.523900614 

 
   



 

8 0.03259819006 1.777508231 1.409744494 2.535570222 

9 0.03986933893 1.832781792 1.430589815 2.483222382 

10 0.03460862795 1.89962323 1.418721421 2.531554399 

Mean 0.03567210697 1.852205803 1.409181944 2.517463868 

 
 
Experiment 2 
 
Random Forest Regressor 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 5.908443827 69.1678995 98.78720917 168.2231476 

2 5.970922489 75.78778791 96.16863143 166.6354898 

3 5.912526081 73.82645661 85.91954412 156.7297181 

4 5.898733517 72.73763704 92.30463598 165.3457354 

5 5.864994602 75.23295259 103.9800151 151.137095 

6 5.973087611 66.68023294 89.9562704 165.3579377 

7 6.032094463 73.44415225 93.99739089 162.4525471 

8 5.949105249 67.25357501 89.82331124 166.0051125 

9 5.849226117 64.48103292 92.26936807 165.0847145 

10 5.869039583 67.69352901 85.64069575 163.5979646 

Mean 5.922817354 70.63052558 92.88470721 163.0569462 

 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 2.447200161 53.21565892 117.7318825 143.996803 

2 2.531024524 63.98511436 111.8997764 141.6493203 

3 2.461828682 63.59785831 135.0385212 144.7353662 

4 2.49482695 62.27771656 113.4512137 157.1099525 

5 2.473057987 63.37806226 121.3284918 145.2485647 

6 2.450656994 64.57481963 130.6418385 137.0136859 

7 2.527538473 57.89840229 115.741926 150.085994 

 
   



 

8 2.505738688 59.76820561 132.1219495 149.310017 

9 2.52341864 64.13897614 136.228137 146.9727554 

10 2.471343223 65.27922897 111.987096 162.0420788 

Mean 2.488663432 61.8114043 122.6170833 147.8164538 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 2.218274083 29.57017555 44.127691 69.13462673 

2 2.215826873 31.17066055 43.28113564 69.22249561 

3 2.059239982 29.47755395 44.26267966 71.21630106 

4 2.100606749 31.19475791 42.11372388 67.58214582 

5 2.048375277 29.91502232 46.34474657 65.58955111 

6 2.302994403 30.41337956 45.665044 66.35992188 

7 2.100503287 29.26235361 47.2356177 63.80418065 

8 2.153346006 29.28671426 46.2407484 67.37256631 

9 2.096506675 32.88895792 41.5298045 69.47625157 

10 2.069655266 29.47566481 49.26802503 73.55908188 

Mean 2.13653286 30.26552404 45.00692164 68.33171226 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 0.8760535532 9.166750004 21.91097423 57.87477031 

2 0.8883046167 9.683966854 17.27187232 58.82359101 

3 0.8879754749 9.805385617 17.45404332 56.19310397 

4 0.9213015436 10.71930223 16.51394503 56.77152699 

5 0.9069560777 10.056583 17.87072747 58.25691901 

6 0.9225956729 9.085811235 19.06805189 57.14633255 

7 0.9180151461 9.152228507 20.98492075 52.20232886 

8 0.9438473052 9.036562887 19.13567598 55.52018968 

9 0.8968656502 11.37947049 17.42481076 57.17711443 

10 0.9303348862 9.979825476 19.6846728 53.15854447 

Mean 0.9092249927 9.80658863 18.73196946 56.31244213 

 

 
   



 

K-Nearest Neighbour 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 

1 5 9 18 

6.922254116346827 134.8778445517253 302.703711556033 392.3145575559429 

 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 

1 5 9 18 

3.970079161261567 186.7140221783976 455.19258484595133 492.72344046599085 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 

1 5 9 18 

2.4074741915297753 70.22594997744554 123.5275980809583 123.40109197247608 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 

1 5 9 18 

1.1327820291962607 20.51226434685156 60.83289983323716 92.84884760128007 

 
 
Dense Neural Network 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 8.200014538 2394.034541 29459.70423 21965.21016 

2 54.48554966 881.1172787 29162.28192 1028.106784 

3 86.04214152 856.374614 2223.897312 56811.45448 

4 11.2214057 4015.186655 8949.208833 25613.6671 

5 13.3215631 715.9310236 1033.417904 2437.178534 

6 49.68961893 24014.17864 212.5056346 46299.47924 

7 10.21846496 7436.053194 476.1904321 12347.74101 

8 27.33730645 380.2588318 24323.05461 1553.233312 

9 10.21568291 5147.955552 38131.59515 20512.09297 

10 31.55381211 727.8101536 1485.623449 16156.29435 

 
   



 

Mean 30.22855599 4656.890048 13545.74795 20472.44579 

 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 2.961750661 77.21305747 137.0537259 131.0698489 

2 2.702451066 80.25276746 145.781216 150.1602257 

3 2.56859722 81.73794649 155.2291637 128.5203513 

4 2.942825192 71.34028683 150.2561142 144.1992775 

5 2.768489298 67.33771583 148.5703712 136.3015782 

6 3.181354351 71.69691597 149.3984173 150.6782532 

7 2.894908039 74.48394718 146.3004861 131.6104264 

8 3.097656997 66.41090897 153.097289 138.362044 

9 3.184152975 76.89882539 143.1163891 148.4828855 

10 2.785014446 66.89452147 143.669159 137.5530413 

Mean 2.908720025 73.42668931 147.2472331 139.6937932 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 3.863656034 23.56696234 33.94841327 51.02015645 

2 3.128400702 24.65107748 30.77244241 54.78432084 

3 3.516919674 24.04883568 34.33443907 56.83281907 

4 3.311941789 22.4685104 30.73231974 55.32514864 

5 3.319212467 24.05268847 30.31680141 56.06510775 

6 3.716776696 23.46069011 28.91623455 57.626236 

7 3.63074406 23.39622876 30.29699513 49.3604711 

8 3.218624782 24.79921018 27.5238134 53.21745769 

9 3.37564399 22.94188473 29.59674904 54.26497949 

10 3.18691801 22.41699877 31.52852218 56.87109373 

Mean 3.42688382 23.58030869 30.79667302 54.53677908 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

 
   



 

1 1.045853991 14.07843806 14.93063612 52.31401615 

2 1.144802138 8.975128534 14.5611589 57.4449478 

3 1.14846391 9.836572086 14.77547911 47.83967709 

4 1.267689743 10.32679381 14.82422721 61.44109819 

5 1.090368071 10.00340534 14.38932129 51.23271991 

6 1.094314991 8.119637158 12.54871669 63.41853501 

7 1.131496788 11.27842233 14.25615521 54.15303147 

8 1.106080713 9.315558162 14.67420958 52.1615491 

9 1.198369626 7.978137332 11.85023567 56.02346195 

10 1.076679394 7.480626972 15.50332808 53.06178475 

Mean 1.130411936 9.739271979 14.23134679 54.90908214 

 
Recurrent Neural Network 
 
Station 1417, Öxnäs 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 3.744548691 128.5328057 179.622923 179.3000321 

2 7.009184453 126.5366092 181.3092378 182.0611068 

3 4.662319718 120.401095 182.3652945 178.73089 

4 4.214708026 124.3111056 179.9118653 179.8020224 

5 4.769104084 125.0475978 181.573193 178.9568651 

6 4.210855212 127.2997661 177.9447318 179.8594133 

7 17.87833571 125.4054437 179.9219586 178.7001401 

8 4.625681306 116.359391 178.0764597 180.1160409 

9 5.234625837 127.4713489 183.5944829 178.3016148 

10 28.98562483 122.6336576 181.196498 177.3213876 

Mean 8.533498787 124.3998821 180.5516645 179.3149513 

 
Station 1419, Fiskebäck 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 2.488934412 140.3776873 233.2966799 217.1152559 

2 2.497515609 140.6040802 227.7031922 218.7015511 

3 2.460517612 139.5881779 230.1536942 217.7661947 

 
   



 

4 2.591236362 140.7379903 231.9618298 220.1068721 

5 2.634880023 140.3831591 227.0328156 219.1028945 

6 2.493345417 143.5991795 227.4067529 217.8866747 

7 2.550272834 140.1070441 228.5295958 218.6253649 

8 2.689413149 141.0922209 233.8836529 226.9263987 

9 2.6259856 139.0037766 227.0322349 223.4289537 

10 9.883208852 141.2437622 224.0900068 216.5674226 

Mean 3.291530987 140.6737078 229.1090455 219.6227583 

 
Station 1433, Åbro 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 3.858544574 50.76476317 60.622609 70.04179553 

2 3.469670177 51.07358276 57.63766583 74.5940806 

3 3.055582326 51.12488079 59.3629327 73.21316029 

4 3.096801657 50.97369764 59.84902754 72.33620056 

5 4.114043305 50.75544542 58.89026904 71.88005602 

6 4.196312331 51.1017784 59.51603194 72.53471993 

7 2.855224488 48.89956265 61.11119563 69.45406371 

8 3.645414274 51.11808463 60.01905831 72.45664438 

9 3.051810373 51.13863602 61.21705947 70.85960636 

10 2.892419717 51.13722968 60.03156387 71.30946023 

Mean 3.423582322 50.80876612 59.82574133 71.86797876 

 
Station 1440, Fiskhamnsmotet 
 
Run 1 5 9 18 

1 1.380395153 25.90457263 19.95290138 36.45888498 

2 1.435389288 28.95065364 20.88122803 36.53907475 

3 1.266032507 28.30397111 20.69677132 36.05823972 

4 1.266439815 29.21853289 20.77977501 36.36101752 

5 1.114120054 28.04175958 20.23632954 36.66654146 

6 1.458755876 30.08630114 20.81761874 37.42481419 

7 1.289309158 27.95018824 19.95552054 36.74330818 

 
   



 

8 1.462041789 28.36340304 20.88010116 36.90152555 

9 1.094686364 29.10095723 20.52210542 36.70349572 

10 1.285798741 26.86315484 19.63434745 36.91330477 

Mean 1.305296874 28.27834943 20.43566986 36.67702068 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 

C Appendix 4 
 
Here the results from the model sizes are presented. All results are presented             
in a table with the respective station and forecast length along with the mean              
size of the model in bytes. 
 
Experiment 1 
 
Station FL RFR (bytes) kNN (bytes) DNN (bytes) RNN (bytes) 

1417 1 429407.6 374261 496696 4858 

1417 5 470086 374109 496696 4858 

1417 9 466988.4 374109 496696 4858 

1417 18 429561.2 373957 496696 4858 

1419 1 426450.8 374109 496644.4 4858 

1419 5 450092.4 373957 496650 4858 

1419 9 445612.4 373957 496660.8 4858 

1419 18 411436.4 373957 496677 4858 

1433 1 421714.8 374261 496677 4858 

1433 5 458886 374109 496677 4858 

1433 9 450015.6 374109 496677 4858 

1433 18 408364.4 373957 496677 4858 

1440 1 439084.4 374261 496677 4858 

1440 5 401183.6 374109 496690.4 4858 

1440 9 478431.6 374109 496696 4858 

1440 18 419308.4 373957 496696 4858 

Average  437914 374080.5 496680.225 4858 

Sum  7006624 5985288 7946883.6 77728 

 
 
Experiment 2 
 
The size of the models after training on the new dataset. 
 

 
   



 

Station FL DNN (bytes) RNN (bytes) 

1417 1 618452 4791 

1417 5 484836 4880 

1417 9 773484 4880 

1417 18 266760 4880 

1419 1 61042 4791 

1419 5 484818 4843 

1419 9 618489 4843 

1419 18 179877 4843 

1433 1 179877 4843 

1433 5 618489 4843 

1433 9 618489 4843 

1433 18 484845 4843 

1440 1 773458 4843 

1440 5 367598 4843 

1440 9 618508 4880 

1440 18 773476 4880 

Average  495156.125 4848.0625 

Sum  7922498 77569 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 

D Appendix 5 
 
Feature importance spreadsheets. 
 
Random Forest:  
Displays the feature importances and average importance in percentage. 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kbnpUaMFhphEr-Vw0e3FfHbHflX
EfgyrPAslTKGhtTI/edit?usp=sharing 
 
k-Nearest Neighbour: 
Displays the feature importances in negative MSE. 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rHimSjsHu2Ku1tXUU1vkJ_5Ocgb
XaAat-tTEkSfGFek/edit?usp=sharing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kbnpUaMFhphEr-Vw0e3FfHbHflXEfgyrPAslTKGhtTI/edit?usp=sharing
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E Appendix 6 
 
T-test conducted between the complete results from each algorithm for every           
station and forecast length for Experiment 1. The table records the two-tailed            
P-value. Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 is the algorithms being compared, and Avg. MSE              
1 and Avg. MSE 2 is the respective average MSE score of the models. 
 

Station FL Alg. 1 Alg. 2 
Avg. 
MSE 1 

Avg. 
MSE 2 

P(T<=t) 
two-tail 

1417 1 RFR kNN 0.8101 0.7950 0 

1417 1 RFR DNN 0.8101 0.8573 0 

1417 1 RFR RNN 0.8101 0.1304 0 

1417 1 DNN kNN 0.8573 0.7950 0 

1417 1 DNN RNN 0.8573 0.1304 0 

1417 1 kNN RNN 0.7950 0.1304 0 

1417 5 RFR kNN 5.005 7.377 0 

1417 5 RFR DNN 5.005 4.6236 0.0170 

1417 5 RFR RNN 5.005 8.0637 0 

1417 5 DNN kNN 4.6236 7.377 0 

1417 5 DNN RNN 4.6236 8.0637 0 

1417 5 kNN RNN 7.377 8.0637 0.0023 

1417 9 RFR kNN 8.2257 10.1510 0 

1417 9 RFR DNN 8.2257 8.494 0.0818 

1417 9 RFR RNN 8.2257 7.7439 0 

1417 9 DNN kNN 8.494 10.1510 0 

1417 9 DNN RNN 8.494 7.7439 0 

1417 9 kNN RNN 10.1510 7.7439 0 

1417 18 RFR kNN 7.1996 9.6406 0 

1417 18 RFR DNN 7.1996 9.1799 0 

1417 18 RFR RNN 7.1996 8.8526 0 

 
   



 

1417 18 DNN kNN 9.1799 9.6406 0.1871 

1417 18 DNN RNN 9.1799 8.8526 0.3409 

1417 18 kNN RNN 9.6406 8.8526 0 

1419 1 RFR kNN 0.4474 0.4882 0 

1419 1 RFR DNN 0.4474 0.4882 0 

1419 1 RFR RNN 0.4474 0.3008 0.0013 

1419 1 DNN kNN 0.4882 0.4882 0.9929 

1419 1 DNN RNN 0.4882 0.3008 0 

1419 1 kNN RNN 0.4882 0.3008 0 

1419 5 RFR kNN 9.3852 11.6548 0 

1419 5 RFR DNN 9.3852 9.3991 0.9748 

1419 5 RFR RNN 9.3852 9.0402 0.2020 

1419 5 DNN kNN 9.3991 11.6548 0 

1419 5 DNN RNN 9.3991 9.0402 0.4137 

1419 5 kNN RNN 11.6548 9.0402 0 

1419 9 RFR kNN 8.0958 10.3473 0 

1419 9 RFR DNN 8.0958 8.7103 0.0065 

1419 9 RFR RNN 8.0958 6.7021 0 

1419 9 DNN kNN 8.7103 10.3473 0 

1419 9 DNN RNN 8.7103 6.7021 0 

1419 9 kNN RNN 10.3473 6.7021 0 

1419 18 RFR kNN 8.1348 11.5249 0 

1419 18 RFR DNN 8.1348 13.7056 0 

1419 18 RFR RNN 8.1348 7.5604 0 

1419 18 DNN kNN 11.5249 11.5249 0 

1419 18 DNN RNN 11.5249 7.5604 0 

1419 18 kNN RNN 11.5249 7.5604 0 

1433 1 RFR kNN 0.2643 0.2834 0 

 
   



 

1433 1 RFR DNN 0.2643 0.2966 0 

1433 1 RFR RNN 0.2643 0.1426 0 

1433 1 DNN kNN 0.2966 0.2834 0.0058 

1433 1 DNN RNN 0.2966 0.1426 0 

1433 1 kNN RNN 0.2834 0.1426 0 

1433 5 RFR kNN 3.1493 3.8358 0 

1433 5 RFR DNN 3.1493 3.4996 0 

1433 5 RFR RNN 3.1493 3.2173 0.0435 

1433 5 DNN kNN 3.4996 3.8358 0 

1433 5 DNN RNN 3.4996 3.2173 0 

1433 5 kNN RNN 3.8358 3.2173 0 

1433 9 RFR kNN 3.7625 5.7117 0 

1433 9 RFR DNN 3.7625 4.8785 0 

1433 9 RFR RNN 3.7625 2.5976 0 

1433 9 DNN kNN 4.8785 5.7117 0 

1433 9 DNN RNN 4.8785 2.5976 0 

1433 9 kNN RNN 5.7117 2.5976 0 

1433 18 RFR kNN 6.3745 8.8262 0 

1433 18 RFR DNN 6.3745 8.7927 0 

1433 18 RFR RNN 6.3745 5.4690 0 

1433 18 DNN kNN 8.7927 8.8262 0.7335 

1433 18 DNN RNN 8.7927 5.4690 0 

1433 18 kNN RNN 8.8262 5.4690 0 

1440 1 RFR kNN 0.14485 0.1416 0.0184 

1440 1 RFR DNN 0.14485 0.1486 0.1096 

1440 1 RFR RNN 0.14485 0.0357 0 

1440 1 DNN kNN 0.1486 0.1416 0.0044 

1440 1 DNN RNN 0.1486 0.0357 0 

 
   



 

1440 1 kNN RNN 0.1416 0.0357 0 

1440 5 RFR kNN 1.2708 1.62157 0 

1440 5 RFR DNN 1.2708 2.0399 0 

1440 5 RFR RNN 1.2708 1.8522 0 

1440 5 DNN kNN 1.8522 1.62157 0 

1440 5 DNN RNN 1.8522 1.8522 0 

1440 5 kNN RNN 1.62157 1.8522 0 

1440 9 RFR kNN 1.7859 2.5296 0 

1440 9 RFR DNN 1.7859 2.2679 0 

1440 9 RFR RNN 1.7859 1.4092 0 

1440 9 DNN kNN 2.2679 2.5296 0 

1440 9 DNN RNN 2.2679 1.4092 0 

1440 9 kNN RNN 2.5296 1.4092 0 

1440 18 RFR kNN 2.6383 4.1029 0 

1440 18 RFR DNN 2.6383 3.8712 0 

1440 18 RFR RNN 2.6383 2.5175 0 

1440 18 DNN kNN 3.8712 2.5175 0.1558 

1440 18 DNN RNN 3.8712 2.5175 0 

1440 18 kNN RNN 2.5175 2.5175 0 
 

 
   


